
Please note that the text below only includes notes for the 2009 Notre Dame Initiation Stage 
classification.  Due to a server crash, the Growth Stage notes are temporarily unavailable.  Bob English 

 

ND_CLASSIFICATION WORKING NOTES 

 

IMPORTANT INFO 

 

    SELECT count(*) FROM sf0409.groups 

    176487,  #this should be the number of projects in the sf0409 data set. 

    SELECT count(*) FROM sf0509.groups 

    178808 

 Commas in Word don’t seem to make a difference in terms of working in the ND query browser.  

    This query worked when pasted into the ND query browser: 

    SELECT p.group_id, r.release_id 

    FROM sf0409.frs_package as p, sf0409.frs_release as r LIMIT 10 

 EST is currently (06/01/09) 4 hours earlier than UTC  

 

DATA IMPORT 

5/29/09 and all previous work: 

groups table: group_id, homepage url, project unix_name, license type, registration date  

The first thing we need to do is eliminate projects with websites hosted off of sf. The 

“homepage” field of the “groups” table appears to contain the url of the project’s website. I spent 

a couple of hours trying to output the entire “groups” table, but there is a serious problem with 

exporting text fields from the ND database. The problem of “separator” values (i.e commas) in 

the text can be solved by using the REPLACE() function, but I was not able to find a way to 

eliminate carriage returns and newlines. I tried using REPLACE(field, '/r/n',etc.) in all 

permutations. It didn't work. The newlines in the text fields cause parts of a record to appear on 

multiple lines in the output. Multiple lines are interpreted as several records rather than one on 

input. I posted this to the FAQ section of the ND wiki. As a work around, I decided to go 

“minimalist” and download only the data we need, although it would have been nice to have all 

the data. I downloaded the group_id, homepage, unix_group_name,license fields from the group 

table and imported them into mysql. The number of records was 176490 rather than 176487. The 

3 extra lines were due to records that had a newline in a field. I was able to find these three lines 

and fix them when MySQL reported errors on input. I created a new database nd_sf0409 in 



MySQL, created the fields matching the ND table in a table called “groups” and imported the 

data into MySQL. There are 176,487 records.  

I just noticed that the sf0509 dataset had come out on ND data, so I repeated the above except 

this time I used REPLACE to insert a ~|~ for commas in the “homepage” field. I also added the 

“register_time” field to get the registration date. 178,808 records correctly imported into MySQL 

schema “nd_sf0509” table “groups.” Now I have to find the ~|~ and replace with a comma. The 

query below does it: UPDATE groups t SET t.`homepage` = REPLACE(t.`homepage`, '~|~', ',')  

Now convert the unix time to formatted time (added a new field “format_register_time” with 

datetime data type: UPDATE groups t SET t.`format_register_time` = 

FROM_UNIXTIME(t.`register_time`) The sentence below turned out to be incorrect. The 

FROM_UNIX() function in MySQL produces local (EST) time. I converted everything to UTC 

(see below), which agrees with most timestamps on SF Finally, I checked to determine whether 

the times agree with the times on SF. They do, with the exception that the SF interface seems to 

present the registration time as it would be in the local timezone. The database times are UTC 

(nearly identical to GMT).  

 

LEARNING HOW TO DOWNLOAD TEXT FIELDS PROPERLY, XML 

5/30/09 

The first thing I did this morning was look at the xml output of the ND query tool. The xml 

output looks very good in terms of text fields. I spent 2 hours investigating how to import XML 

data into MySQL or MSSQL server because I am definitely going to need to import text data at 

some point (i.e developer names) and I might as well figure it out now and import entire tables 

rather than just the data I think I need. The entire table will have much useful information, some 

of it helpful for verifying that I’ve got the correct data. MSSQL(which I have on my pc) has xml 

import features, but they are not easy to use. The version of MySQL that I am using has no xml 

import features, only csv type import or SQL import. I finally figured out that MSExcel would 

open an xml file; however, when I try to export as a csv file, the nonprinting newline characters 

still cause the records to break onto a new line every time a newline is found in a text field. I’m 

surprised excel doesn’t deal with this properly. Actually Excel does handle this properly. I was 

mistaken. Next I found that I could eliminate nonprinting characters by using the “clean” 

function in excel. I write one function and drag it horizontally and then vertically to cover every 

cell in the table. Once the data is “cleaned,” I copy and paste the values into a new spreadsheet 

and it exports correctly as a csv file. The MySQL load data file looks like this:  

LOAD DATA INFILE 'test_xml.csv' INTO TABLE frs_release  

  FIELDS TERMINATED BY ',' 

  OPTIONALLY ENCLOSED BY '"' 

  ESCAPED BY '"' 

  LINES TERMINATED BY '\n'; 



Finally, I’m not sure this technique will work with very large files because excel might not 

handle it. In that case, I’ll need to find a better conversion tool or write python script to clean the 

files and export csv.  

 

5/31/09 

It turns out that the ND server has problems. The frs_releases XML file that I downloaded 

(750MB) was only part of the table. The ND server apparently stalled when producing the file. 

Also, downloads are very slow. ND appears to limit bandwidth (to about 100KB/sec) or is very 

busy.  

 

RELEASE DATA 

06/01/09 

Number of releases, first release date, last release date The second thing is get the num_releases 

for each project. The relevant ND field is release_id in the ND table frs_release. Frs_release has 

503,477 records and I tried to download the entire table twice in XML format and only got a 

partial record (700MB and 800MB). I’ll have to download partial files. The project is identified 

by the ND field group_id in the ND table frs_package (frs_package has 239,598 records and 

matches the XML download of this table). I’m thinking that the number of releases can be found 

by joining frs_release and frs_package on the field package_id. Indeed this turned out to be the 

case. I downloaded the frs tables without any text fields and used the following query to get the 

number of releases, first release date and last release date.  

    CREATE TABLE release_data 

    SELECT f.`group_id`, g.`unix_group_name`, g.`register_time_utc`, 

count(release_id) as num_releases, 

    min(release_date_utc) as first_release, max(release_date_utc) as 

last_release 

    FROM frs_package f, frs_release fr, groups g 

    WHERE f.`group_id` = g.`group_id`AND f.`package_id` = fr.`package_id` 

    GROUP BY group_id 

    ORDER BY f.`group_id`; 

 

DATA COLLECTION DATE: UNIX, LOCAL AND UTC TIME 

What is the date the data were collected from SF?  

This question got me thinking that I should get the times straight!! I found that the 

From_unixtime() function changes the dates to EST (even though unix time is UTC). I decided 

to change the times to UTC to make them agree with SF. This required installing some MySQL 



files to use the CONVERT_TZ() function in MySQL. MySQL requires manual configuration of 

time zone functions (time tables etc.) I checked some Unix times against EST and UTC. When I 

convert 1017907200 using http://www.unixtimestampconverter.com/ I get 2002-04-04 09::00:00 

which agrees with MySQL UTC for the same timestamp. This is the time of the first release for 

the project “enlightenment” group_id 2.  

 

The max date for “register_time_utc” from groups is:  

 2009-05-14 14:47:58 (this was the old EST)  
 2009-05-14 18:47:58 (this is UTC)  

The max date for “release_date” from frs_releases is:  

 2009-05-15 07:49:14 (this was the old EST)  
 2009-05-15 11:49:14 (is the UTC time)  

The last release for group_id =2 is 2009-05-15 17:41 and is NOT in our sf0509 data  

The project mesa3d (group_id = 3) had a release on 2009-05-15 at 12:28 (from SF) that does not 

appear in our sf0509 data. This should be UTC time showing on SF, but the SF interface is 

erratic, so it could be in error (see next paragraph).  

Wow. I just found a release from Enlightenment called snapshots through the search function. 

The release date shown in search (2009-04-30) disagrees with the date shown on the “snapshots” 

release page (2009-05-13 18:56), which agrees exactly with the database. So the “search” utility 

on SF doesn’t work properly!!!  

So it seems like the Data Collection date is 2009 05-15 at about 12:00 UTC.  

The exact time of the data collection date is not too important because the datediff() function 

used to calculate the project lifespan only uses the day and ignores the time.  

CLASSIFICATION 

6/2/2009 

Create “classify”I started the morning by editing the “groups” page on the ND wiki to reflect 

some field info; I'll do more later I then renamed “classify” as “release_data” and created a copy 

of “groups” named “classify.” I then added the num_releases, first_release and last_release fields 

to “classify.” I tried to update “classify” with field values from “release_data.” I got a “no nulls” 

error message for first_release. I found the project “purels” has a negative time for it’s 1 release 

and no releases show on SF, so I manually changed the num_releases for purels to 0 and set the 

first_release and last_release to 0000-00-00 00:00:00. This worked and 90,401 records in 

“classify” updated. There are 90,402 projects that have releases and the update reflected the 

http://www.unixtimestampconverter.com/


change to the “purels” project, which now has zero releases even though a release with a 

negative time of release exists in the frs_release table.  

Start classification of ND projects.  

 

Delete projects where SF is not the website host 

I think I will now start the classification and gather new data from ND as the need arises. I 

decided to check how many projects have websites not hosted by SF and have 0 releases:  

    SELECT count(*) FROM classify c 

    WHERE c.homepage NOT LIKE "%sourceforge.net%" AND c.`num_releases` = 0; 

    The result is 4,475, which is similar to our SF 0806 results (3,700 or so 

I think). 

I found that 46 projects have no home page listed, so I checked a few to see what was up. I 

checked 6 projects and 3 were "closed." The rest existed, but in all cases, the projects do not have 

a website. 21 projects have no releases and no website. I decided to delete these projects from the 

database because, like projects with websites and no releases, they may have download functions 

hosted elsewhere. I deleted 4,475 rows from classify. I had to use an update query to set a 

"delete_flag" field because MySQL currently has a bug that causes NOT LIKE to fail in delete 

clauses...GEEZZZ, life isn't hard enough! I used the following queries:  

    UPDATE classify c 

    SET c.`delete_flag` = 1 

    WHERE c.`homepage` NOT LIKE '%sourceforge.net%' AND c.`num_releases` = 0; 

    4,475 rows affected 

    DELETE FROM classify 

    WHERE `delete_flag` = 1; 

    4,475 rows affected 

 

There are now 174,333 records in classify  

Create project_phase 

I added the "proj_phase" field to table "classify" and made the default value 0 (i.e. Initiation 

Stage). I ran the following query to classify project phase:  

    UPDATE classify c SET c.`proj_phase` = 1 

    WHERE c.`num_releases` > 0; 

    90401 rows affected 

 So,*83,932 of 174,333 or 48.1% of sf0509 projects are in the Initiation Stage versus 50,662 of 
107745 or 47.0% of sf0806 projects.  

 90,401 of 174,333 or 51.9% of sf0509 projects are in the Growth Stage versus 57085 of 107747 
or 53.0% of sf0806 projects.  



 total projects 174,333 

CLASSIFY INITIATION STAGE 

Create lifespan_yrs 

I created the lifespan_yrs field with the following query:  

    UPDATE classify c SET c.`lifespan_yrs`= datediff('2009-05-15 12:00:00', 

c.`register_time_utc`)/365; 

    174,333 rows affected 

The minimum lifespan for a project is about 1 day (0.002739726 years) and the maximum 

lifespan is 9.53 years  

Classify Indeterminate Initiation 

I classified projects as II (value = 1) with the following query:  

    UPDATE classify c SET c.`proj_class` = 1 

    WHERE c.`lifespan_yrs` < 1 AND c.`num_releases` = 0; 

    16,806 rows were affected 

 So, for 05/09 16,806 SF projects of 174,333 or 9.6% are II  
 This compares with 13,342 of 107,747 or 12.4% for our 08/06 classification 

Classify Abandoned Initiation 

I set the default value for the proj_class field to be AI (value = 0), so the AI projects will be the 

projects remaining after all other projects are classified. As a check, I ran the following query to 

count the AI projects:  

SELECT count(*) FROM classify c WHERE c.`lifespan_yrs` >= 1 AND c.`num_releases` = 0; 

the result is 67,126  

 So 67,126 projects of 174,333 or 38.5% of projects were AI 05/09,  
 while 37,320 of 107,747 or 34.6% of 08/06 projects were AI. 

CLASSIFY GROWTH STAGE 

 


